Electro-Mechanical Manufacturers

Advanced Microlights

With more than 40 years of knowledge in the lamp industry, Advanced Micro Lites strides to provide customers
with quality products and timely deliveries. Product offerings include LED, incandescent, and customized lamps.

Allied Controls
For well over 50 years, Allied Controls has focused its attention exclusively on engineering and manufacturing
the finest, most reliable, and most cost-competitive relays, timers, switches and related equipment.

Amphenol PCD
Amphenol Pcd is a world market leader in avionic relay sockets and junction modules and the leading US
manufacturer of pluggable terminal blocks and interface modules for industrial applications.

Aveo Engineering
Aveo Engineering is a world-leading producer of high-technology electronics solutions and innovative LED
lighting products for the aviation, marine and safety markets worldwide. With extensive facilities and engineering
resources, Aveo Engineering has also been tapped by numerous leading companies worldwide to provide
custom-engineered solutions.

Cooper Bussman
Cooper Bussmann manufactures and markets a wide variety of fuses for the electrical, electronics and
transportation industries, plus inductors, transformers for power quality in electronic applications and industrial
and mobile wireless solutions.

DRI Relays
Since 1954, DRI Relays Inc. (DRI) has been a leader in the design and manufacture of electro-mechanical
hermetically sealed relays, time delay devices and mating sockets, for applications that require high reliability
and long life in harsh environments.

Guardian Electric
For more than 75 years, innovation and experience has distinguished Guardian Electric Manufacturing Co. as a
leader in the world of technology. Their product line includes stepping relays, solenoids, switches, and control
grip assemblies.
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Honeywell Sensing and Control
Honeywell S&C is a market leader in the aerospace and defense industry, offering the engineering expertise and
value-added capabilities no other company offers. Specifically, the company offers more than 50,000 products
ranging from snap action, limit, toggle and pressure switches to position, speed and airflow sensors.

Mallory Sonalert
Mallory is a technology-driven manufacturer of high-performance audible alarm devices. The Sonalert brand of electronic
audible devices is recognized around the world as the standard in audible alarms and other board-level audible devices
such as transducers, indicators and sirens.

NTE Electronics
Founded in 1979, NTE Electronics has grown to become the largest replacement semiconductor supplier in the industry.
Their product line consists of over 4,700 NTE replacement semiconductors, as well as various relays, resistors, capacitors,
switches, LED tubing, fuses, terminals & connectors, and more

Wamco
Since being founded in 1968, Wamco has grown to become a world leader in advanced light sciences, NVIS materials,
optical filters, and lighting solutions and components. The company proudly serves the military, defense, aerospace
and transportation industries
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